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Incendiary Iconography: The legacy of the Cold War in America 
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Incendiary Iconography is a documentary project in images and text addressing Cold War-era nuclear sites 
in the United States that are in the process of public reclamation and/or transformation under the Defense 
Environmental Restoration Program. As a photographer, I seek to record and interpret aspects of our society, 
normally invisible to the public, that I think warrant our attention, understanding, and memory.  

The Rocky Flats Nuclear Weapons Plant (later named the Rocky Flats Environmental Technology Site, or 
RFETS) sat at the foot of the Front Range of the Rocky Mountains overlooking the high plains of Eastern 
Colorado. Boulder is ten miles to the north, Denver’s two million residents just 16 miles downwind and 
downstream to the east. The shallow mesa from which the atomic weapons plant derived its name was taken 
from the Church family in 1951, and since then the suburbs of Denver have extended to the border of what 
was a 25 square mile top-secret facility.

The Federal Bureau of Investigation, Environmental Protection Agency, and the Department of Energy’s 
Office of Inspector General raided the facility on 6 June 1989, to investigate allegations of environmental 
crimes. The US Department of Energy had hidden for decades behind a culture of security and secrecy, 
arguing the plant was exempt from federal regulations and oversight by other agencies. 

Although thought to be a temporary halt to production, the investigation revealed the true conditions inside 
the plant, and led to the eventual decision by the Clinton administration to tear down the entire Rocky Flats 
complex. In 1995 the Department of Energy labelled Rocky Flats’ plutonium production building 771 the 
most dangerous in the nation’s nuclear weapons complex because of the health and safety risks it posed to 
the plant’s workers and the surrounding area. 

Even though the search warrant documents were released in 1989, the full text of the grand jury investigation 
and findings remains sealed, despite efforts by members of the gagged grand jury to make them public. The 
former Rocky Flats Nuclear Weapons Plant site was officially designated a National Wildlife Refuge with the 
completion of decontamination and deconstruction activities in October 2005. The wildlife designation was 
chosen because it afforded the lowest level of cleanup standards. Debate continues among former workers 
and local citizens about the adequacy of the cleanup. The cleanup cost over seven billion dollars (US).

When I first started photographing the site, I was immediately shocked at the vast scale of the toxic material 
in drums that had literally piled up in the buildings’ rooms, corridors, and sub-basements over decades, 
as there was nowhere to send the manufacturing wastes off-site. Thousands of drums of toxic fluids sat 
outdoors in a field, others buried in trenches, where they eventually corroded and leaked into the ground.  
Wastes and residues from decades of production had to be sorted, classified, and repackaged for shipment 
off-site. During the decommissioning, 14.2 tons of plutonium metal and residues, and 7.3 tons of highly 
enriched uranium had to be moved to other national laboratories, and 1,170 kilograms of plutonium were 
considered unaccounted for, much of which was caught up in the manufacturing lines that had to be cut up 
and removed. 

In addition to photographing the progress of the decontamination and deconstruction process at Rocky 
Flats, I also photographed the disposal sites where the many tons of contaminated materials were sent 
for burial, including the Nevada Nuclear Test Site (NTS) and the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) in New 
Mexico. I next photographed at the Hanford Nuclear Reservation in the state of Washington, which produced 
the plutonium used at Rocky Flats for weapons. The Hanford Nuclear Reservation is the most polluted 
government superfund site in the US and threatens contaminating the Columbia river, the source of water 
for the cities in the Pacific Northwest, including Portland and Seattle. 

Documentary photography has developed over the last 150 years into a variety of forms, attempting to 
combine the factual and objective with the expressive and persuasive. It is nearly impossible to be an 
American photographer and not be influenced by the activist photographic projects of the 1930s depression-
era in America or the photojournalistic portrayal of war and famine. The documentarian hopes to reveal to 
the world, through factual images and text, a human reality that needs to be acknowledged and addressed, 
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Bags of Contaminated Soils from the 903 and 904 Pads, RFETS, 2005
The contaminated soils were shipped by train to Nevada for burial at the Nevada 
Test Site.

preferably immediately. But immediate change seldom results from the work of socially engaged artists, and 
for many, just being part of the long process of change is the goal.

The ubiquity of video and social media in contemporary society has called our expectations of activist 
photography into question, and as described eloquently by theorists such as David Campany (2003) and 
Veronica Tello (2014), resulted in a relatively recent form of aesthetic documentary known variably as 
late photography or aftermath photography. This form of documentary is less photojournalistic and more 
embraced by the gallery or museum, prompting a variety of responses by critics attuned to the political 
dimensions of art. As Simon Faulkner (2014) notes, ‘this type of photograph often addresses the traces 
of violent or catastrophic events, such as disasters, terrorism, and warfare, as well as picturing moribund 
military sites’. Ruined landscapes and abandoned structures are photographed in an effort to commemorate 
a violent past, as in Richard Misrach’s images of the Bravo 20 bombing range in Nevada (1990), Carole 
Gallagher’s seminal American Ground Zero (1993), or Rosemary Laing’s image Welcome to Australia 2004 
made at the Woomera Detention Centre in the South Australian desert.

I was unaware that this was an emerging style of documentary photography when I photographed the 
Badger Army Ammunition Plant in Wisconsin, and later the Rocky Flats Nuclear Weapons Plant in Colorado. 
Although I photographed and interviewed a few of the previous workers who served as my guides at the 
Badger plant, most of the resulting images fit the style of aftermath photography: cool, distant, abstract, 
detailed, and unpopulated. For Campany, the aftermath image presents itself as a ‘monument’ rather than 
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a pictured‘ moment’ (Campany, 2008). The monument is more elegiac than celebratory. The Badger plant 
images harken back fifty years and the workers are only imagined in the space – the bureaucracy of the 
layout echoes that of an abandoned concentration camp. The ammunition plant contaminated the water 
supply used by the families living in the vicinity, and required extensive cleanup efforts.

Many of the images made at the Rocky Flats plant include workers in an extreme environment, in addition 
to the details made to commemorate the environment that was quickly disappearing. Looking at the project 
now a decade later, I realise I was doing pre-aftermath photography – as the environment radically changed 
in less than a decade, the photographs depict the ruining as it was happening – because the aftermath 
would eventually be a typical pastoral landscape designated as a wildlife preserve with whatever remained 
of the plant’s history buried underground. I am intrigued by the double aftermath of the photographs of 
contaminated wastes from Rocky Flats in burial trenches at the Nevada test site. The test site is a landscape 
ruined by 126 above-ground nuclear bomb tests, is pictured in many aftermath photographs, and is now the 
repository of another ruined landscape, its buildings, and their contents.

The danger of nuclear material is not readily visible, and the building interiors at Rocky Flats appeared 
just as banal as any industrial manufacturing space, aside from the paramilitary security guards and body 
scanners checking for contamination. I looked for signs of human presence in the sterile environment to 
act as signifiers of the unusual safety and security measures required in the ‘hot’ parts of the buildings 
where radioactive material was processed into the fission device that would start a thermonuclear, or fusion, 
reaction. Most of the workers did not want to be photographed and resisted being interviewed. Those that 
spoke to me were very patriotic and justified their job making nuclear weapons by playing their part in 
winning the Cold War. The younger workers were there for the good-paying job, and often wanted extra time 
in the most dangerous environments for the hazard pay bonus. All of them thought the government and the 
contractor running the plant owed them after the plant was demolished, and worked hard to secure health 
care benefits, after the plant and their job were gone (the US having mostly employer-provided private health 
insurance).

Rocky Flats was the only plant in the US nuclear weapons complex that made the plutonium ‘pit’ that triggers 
a hydrogen bomb. Debate continues today about whether and where to build a replacement plant. My 
documentary photographs in the Incendiary Iconography project made no immediate impact on anything. 
But through exhibition and magazine articles, they have helped to educate the public about what actually 
happened there and at what cost – to worker and community health, to the taxpayer, to the environment, and 
to the economics and geopolitics of the region. I can only hope that as more people understand the true cost 
and potential disaster of nuclear weapons, that we can develop a vision for a long-term social alternative.
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Standard Waste Boxes from Rocky Flats Awaiting Burial in a Trench 
at the Low-Level Waste Repository at the Nevada Test Site, 2003.
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Excavated Waste Drums Awaiting Re-characterisation and
Re-packaging, RFETS, 2003.
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Waste Drums Awaiting Shipment to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant in
New Mexico for Burial in a Salt Mine, RFETS, 2004.

The Nevada Test Site was designated a low-level radioactive waste site. More dangerous materials were 
sent to be buried in a salt mine in New Mexico. The wastes will eventually be encapsulated within the 
creeping salt layer, and unlike wastes at the NTS, un-recoverable. 

Waste Container Awaiting Burial in a Subsidence Crater Created by an
Underground Nuclear Test, Nevada Test Site, 2003

In addition to the burial trenches, subsidence craters created by underground nuclear tests in the 1960s 
and ‘70s are used to bury low-level wastes at the Nevada Test Site. In addition to the wastes from Rocky 
Flats, the repository buries wastes from the Hanford Nuclear Reservation and other sites in the national 
nuclear complex.
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C.A. Nanstiel with a Pipe Overpack Component Waste Drum, 
RFETS, 2001

C. A. Nanstiel prepares one of the thousands of Pipe Overpack 
Containment (POC) drums at Rocky Flats. The drums are designed 
to contain high-level radioactive materials in cans within a stainless 
steel core. Each core is capped with a matching custom-machined 
stainless steel top and rubber seal under the outer drum lid. Each drum 
costs about $28,000 (U.S.) to manufacture, fill, and deposit at a nuclear 
waste site such as the WIPP in New Mexico. Archiving the nearly foot-
high stack of paperwork that accompanies each drum is almost as 
challenging and expensive as disposing of the waste itself. 
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Security Personnel, Building 771, RFETS, 2001

Unsurprisingly, nuclear weapons facilities are protected by multiple 
layers of security infrastructure and personnel.

Special tactical forces monitor employee access to all production areas 
where nuclear materials are present, and plant workers carry several 
security badges, along with a radiation dosimeter, within the high-
security ‘protected area’. 
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183 Reduction Tent, Building 771, RFETS, 2001

A worker can be seen inside a supplied air bubble suit through a plastic 
window in the tent. The tent was used to cut up contaminated machinery 
and glove boxes to fit in waste disposal boxes. In 2001, several workers 
inhaled plutonium particles after an air filter alarm failed.
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Anti-Contamination Clothing, Building 771, RFETS, 2001

Anti-contamination clothing does not stop radiation, but rather keeps 
toxic radioactive particles off the skin. Workers change into this 
clothing and several layers of gloves before entering the ‘hot’ areas of 
the production buildings, and then carefully remove it in a prescribed 
manner as they exit. Any contamination on workers or equipment has 
to be scrubbed clean. On one occasion, my tripod almost went into a 
waste barrel before the radiation technologist got it cleaned. 
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Automated Process Glove Box, Building 371, Rocky Flats 
Nuclear Weapons Plant, 2001

Building 371 was designed and built to replace the dangerously 
outdated building 771, and contained a multi-billion-dollar state-of-the-
art production line with some automated functions inside process glove 
boxes. Significant technical problems plagued the production line and 
prevented it from ever being used before the decision was made in 
1998 to tear down Rocky Flats. 

. 
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Repackaging Glove Box, Building 440, RFETS, 2003

This glove box was one of many used to re-characterise and re-package 
legacy nuclear and chemical wastes that had built up on the site over 
decades into new waste drums. 

. 
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J. Pacquette Characterising Legacy Residues in the Plutonium 
Building 771, RFETS, 2001

Many tons of legacy plutonium residues at Rocky Flats had to be 
opened, characterised and re-packaged to meet contemporary nuclear 
waste disposal standards. Throughout production during decades 
of the Cold War, no disposal sites existed to receive byproducts of 
production at Rocky Flats, so the wastes simply mounted on-site, in 
drums piled throughout the facility.

This was one of the reasons the EPA and FBI shut down the plant in 
1989.
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Analytical Lab, Building 771, RFETS, 2001

Part of the manufacturing quality-control, the lab area housed legacy 
waste residues just as did most rooms in Building 771.
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Respirator Suiting Room for 183 Tent, Building 771, RFETS, 2001

A former plutonium vault was converted to a respirator suiting room 
for the D&D Tent in Room 183, Plutonium Building 771. The tapes on 
the wall, with nicknames, track the usage of previous respirator kits in 
the supplied-air ‘bubble’ suits. Each respirator kit is good for only three 
work sessions in the tent – thereby creating a visual record of the many 
hours spent by each worker in the hazardous area.
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Accountability Badges Outside Building 371, RFETS, 2002

When entering a production building within the ‘protected area’ 
where nuclear material was present, each worker would place their 
accountability badge on the board by the door. Should there be a 
problem, emergency personnel would know who was inside. 
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Demolition Workers in a Reduction Tent, RFETS, 2004

Workers inside the tent wear supplied-air bubble suits along with 
respirators. At this point in the demolition, everyone was required 
to wear a respirator as the building structures themselves were 
dismantled.
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Special Nuclear Materials Automated Retrieval Storage Vault 
(Self-Portrait Looking Through Water Barrier), RFETS, 20014

Canisters of man-made nuclear materials can be seen on the shelves 
of a vault the size of a football field in this view through the water-
barrier window at the bottom of Building 771. An automated retrieval 
system brings canisters to an operator in the booth at right.  Because 
some plutonium isotopes are pyrophoric in oxygen, they must be 
stored under nitrogen in the vault. The entire vault was contaminated 
by plutonium as a result of cannisters dropped by the robotic system. 
The vault remains buried on-site at Rocky Flats.
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Door to “Infinity Room”, Building 771, RFETS, 2003

Building 771 had several “infinity rooms”, or rooms so contaminated 
with plutonium and other radioactive isotopes that the radiation 
exceeded the capacity of the Geiger counter to measure it. These 
rooms were abandoned and sealed off for years before the demolition 
activity required their cleanup and removal. Many were simply cut out 
of the building structure and shipped away for burial at a nuclear waste 
repository site. (Full disclosure: In this one image, I have composited 
the scene from inside the room, taken through the window with a flash, 
into the window area of the door.)
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The View of Denver from the Former 903 Pad

Thousands of barrels of wastes from the production area had been 
stored outside in a field called the 903 Pad. During the decades of 
production at the nuclear weapons plant, there was no designated 
place to dispose of the contaminated wastes and byproducts of the 
production processes. At one time, the plant operators injected wastes 
into the ground, and buried wastes in barrels around the 25 square mile 
site. These conditions contributed to the ruling to demolish the plant and 
remediate the site. The decision to designate the site a “wildlife refuge” 
was made because that designation afforded the lowest standard of 
site cleanup and remediation. Many doubted the site could ever be 
fully cleaned, and controversy has surrounded the decision to allow the 
public into the resulting refuge.
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